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Mister Chairman and members of the committee, as you know net metering is approaching the 1% aggregate capacity 
cap. Kansans who have already invested in solar energy under the guides of the Net Metering and Easy Connection Act 
are facing a financial unknown as they approach the 2030 net metering expiration. Homes and businesses collecting 
solar energy found security in 25-year solar product warranties that ensure system performance. The state net metering 
policy lacks the continuity and longevity to support current systems and undermines the market for new investors.  
 
As many states expand aggregate capacity for net metering, I appeal to the committee to have greater forethought than 
their predecessors. The 2009 policy was drafted with a sunset provision shorter than the solar system life expectancy. 
Minimum system warranty is 25 years. In order to capture the potential of the minimum system life before net metering 
expired in 2030, the home or business owner had to have installed the system in 2005, four years before the Net 
Metering and Easy Connection Act was passed.  
 
In 2014, the Net Metering and Easy Connection Act was amended. Legislators had an opportunity to address these 
shortfalls, however, other forces were at play at the time. In 2013, Edison Energy (advocate for Investor-Owned Utilities) 
released the doomsday report Destructive Challenges* identifying distributed generation, energy efficiency, and low-
cost natural gas as a threat to shareholder profits. The document detailed the use of creative rate-making and legislative 
action to prevent revenue erosion. Instead of improving the Kansas net metering policy in 2014, legislators reduced 
system size and compensation for monthly excess generation, items that can be rectified by HB2228. 
 
In 2018, the Kansas Corporation Commission approved an Evergy residential demand rate that only applied to 
distributed generation customers. In 2020, the Kansas Supreme Court invalidated the demand rate. Two years of rate 
insecurity negatively impacted current solar owners and deterred homeowners from investing. Following suit, utility 
associates encouraged municipal utilities and rural cooperatives to establish charges for parallel generation solar 
customers.  
 
In the spring of 2019, Stanion customer Eck Electric requested our assistance to assess the solar potential of their 
recently purchased commercial property in Kingman. The former retail space sat empty for nearly a decade. In addition 
to remodeling the depressed property, they brought job creation and an influx of commerce. When the contractor 
requested the parallel generation policy and interconnection application, the Kingman municipal utility personnel were 
reluctant to share the existing policy as the Kansas Power Pool was in the process of creating a new policy. After 6 
months of continued requests and delayed responses, the utility provided a draft copy of the impending policy along 
with the formula by which they would assess the “Proposed Additional Charge for KPP Member Solar Parallel Generation 
Customers.” Kingman officially adopted the policy October 10 of 2019.  The following formula outlines the monthly 
charge to recover lost revenue by Eck Electric. 

http://roedel.faculty.asu.edu/PVGdocs/EEI-2013-report.pdf
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KPP’s revenue recovery charge discourages solar investment by: 

• Basing an assessment of unrecovered energy revenue by using average costs across commercial rate payers. 
This example resulted in a $199.61/month charge. 

• Diverting customer savings to utility revenue while not providing a service nor incurring costs. Over the 25-year 
minimum solar system life, this customer would have paid $59,663 in additional charges, nearly three times the 
cost of the solar array. 

• Lacking concise standards. In this example, KPP/Kingman requires annual production to be calculated by using a 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) tool. The utility personnel made assumptions about the end 
user’s intended system. The result overestimated annual energy production by 23.5%. Utility providers are not 
trained in solar site assessment nor the variables that impact solar design and production.  

 
Discouraging fees and charges takes many forms: declining export power values, grid access charges, excessive 
application fees. For instance, the City of Pratt application fee is $1000 for all applications regardless of project size. In 
rural Kansas the breadth and complexity of policies are challenging. The distance between my corporate office in Pratt 
and Eck’s shop in Kingman is 36 miles. In that distance there are 6 utility providers, a mix of electrical cooperatives and 
municipal utilities. 
 
The intent of the 2009 Net Metering and Easy Connection Act was to standardize access to self-generation and provide 
stability for business and homeowner investment, a moderate policy compared to other states. It did the job, providing 
easy access to a low fixed price from energy collected on Kansas Main Streets and farms day after day.  By 2021, Kansas 
was ranked 46th in the nation in solar policy; at the time three states had no policy at all. HB2228 is an opportunity to 
correct our course and encourage distributed generation adoption by eliminating the expiration date, extending net 
metering to all utility energy providers, defining system sizing standards and valuing export generation at an equitable 
rate. 
 
Stanion Wholesale Electric supplies solar material to Kansas installers, invests in solar on some of our Kansas commercial 
facilities and sees states where policies provide opportunity for growth, states with much higher saturation of solar use 
and far less resistance from public services.  


